[Pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors : Current treatment concepts].
The number of cases diagnosed as pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasia (pNEN) is steadily increasing. The 2017 World Health Organization classification defines a new subgroup of morphologically well differentiated tumors with an elevated proliferation rate (Ki-67 over 20%) as neuroendocrine tumor (NET) G3. Due to the heterogeneity of pNEN regarding etiology (sporadic versus hereditary), symptoms (hormone syndrome versus non-functional tumor), and prognosis (ranging from benign behavior to highly malignant), multidisciplinary management by experienced physicians is required. This is especially true as the number of therapeutic options has increased, while we still lack comparative trials. This overview aims to summarize the multidisciplinary therapeutic options, their selection criteria and the recommendations of the new German S2k guideline.